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Presentation Notes
This presentation covers a comprehensive multi-agency assessment of the usefulness of the DIDSON-DH sonar technology to federal, state and local dive teams for underwater searches and underwater crime scene investigations.
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Introduction 
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The Combating Terrorism Technical Support Office fields rapid solutions to meet continually evolving requirements defined by end users for combating terrorism. CTTSO leverages technical expertise, operational objectives, and interagency funding by working closely with more than 100 federal, state, and local government agencies, law enforcement organizations, and national first responders.  The Technical Support Working Group program of CTTSO serves to develop new prototypes of emerging technologies and ultimately transition these products to users in the field. As part of this mission, TSWG sponsored a program to develop training protocols for the DIDSON-DH sonar system and evaluate its usefulness in conducting underwater search and rescue operations. 



TEST OBJECTIVE 
 
The purpose of this study was to 
evaluate the DIDSON-DH in terms of 
the current techniques available for 
conducting underwater searches and 
port security functions, and determine 
which situations for which it was best 
suited. 
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The Technical Support Working Group (TSWG) of the Combating Terrorism Technical Support Office (CTTSO) tasked the university with the testing effort, which was accomplished under project number Task PS-MS-2957, PR-07-05207.  The Underwater Crime Scene Investigation/Advanced Science Diving Program at Florida State University at Panama City was the responsible test organization for this data collection effort. The university worked with the Naval Surface Warfare Center-Panama City Detachment as the participating test organization, which provided technical expertise and furnished updated military mask-mounted displays for the hand-held sonars. 



Test  
Overview 

TEST DESIGN 
 
The design incorporated three phases: 
 
• Phase One – Training & Protocol 

Development 
• Phase Two – Comparative Testing & 

Evaluation 
• Phase Three – Real-world 

Deployments 
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Phase One of the study was to develop suitable training protocols for locating and recovering evidence discarded in the water and for conducting security operations at port facilities. Phase Two involved training federal and state dive teams in the use of the DIDSON-DH sonar with an advanced dive mask-mounted display system developed by the Naval Special Warfare Center-Panama City Detachment. After completing training, divers participated in a quantitative study comparing the performance of the DIDSON-DH sonar with other search and rescue techniques. During Phase Three, participating dive teams used the system to collect qualitative data during training and real-world missions.  It is the tertiary observations that were made during Phase Two that is the object of this presentation.



PHASE TWO 
 

Test Parameters 
 

• Test Operators 
 

• Test Items 
 

• Test Targets 
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The test parameters incorporated three primary components – the test platform, the test items, and the test targets.  The targets were straightforward, consisting of standardized objects similar to what public safety divers are often called upon to locate and recover: a weapon (rifle), a body (rescue dummy), and a box (ammo can). Several different styles of submerged mines were also deployed, the mockups resembling limpet-style mines and IEDs. 



TEST OPERATORS 
 

• FBI Underwater Search and Evidence 
Recovery Team (USERT) – Long Beach 

• NYPD Scuba Team 
• Seattle Harbor Patrol Dive Team 
• Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office Dive Team 
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Dive teams were selected as participants in the evaluation of the DIDSON-DH sonar based on their professional capabilities, knowledge of advanced technologies, and proximity to a major U.S. sea port. The working groups were selected from FEMA regions II, IV, IX and X in order to best distribute DIDSON-DH technology for national assistance beyond the initial evaluative study. The teams selected were the New York Police Department Scuba Team from Region II; the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office Dive Team 501 and the Underwater Crime Scene Investigation team from Region IV; the Federal Bureau of Investigation Underwater Search and Evidence Recovery Team from Long Beach, Ca. for Region IX; and the Seattle Police Department Harbor Patrol Dive Team for Region X.



TEST ITEMS 
 
The design incorporated four techniques: 
 
• Traditional Hand Searches 

 
• Side Scan Sonar Searches 

 
• ROV Searches 

 
• Handheld Sonar Searches 
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The test items represent the most common equipment and techniques employed by dive teams to achieve their missions. Search and recovery technologies and procedures were selected for the study based on their familiarity and use by dive teams. The individual pieces of equipment used in this test were representative of the types commonly used by divers, and were selected because they are widely available and easy to use. The test items consisted of a diver hand-held multi-beam sonar, side-scan sonar and remotely-operated vehicle. A non-instrument search, also referred to as a traditional hand search, was also employed in the test. 



VIDEORAY ROV 
 
The test utilized a VR Pro III GTO 
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A wide variety of ROV models, with numerous configurations, are commercially available. The VR Pro III was selected for the test due to its reliability, ease of use, and familiarity with the evaluators.  It may include navigational instruments, acoustic-imaging devices, and other items to assist in SAR operations. Some of these devices duplicated those already represented among the test items and training times were limited, so this test utilized the instrument in its most basic mode – as an underwater vehicle outfitted solely with a camera.



TEST EXECUTION 
 
The first week of Phase Two testing consisted of 
operator training 
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All test item operators were selected due to their experience with underwater search and recovery operations and their familiarity with all of the technologies used in the test.  Each team underwent one week of training with the individual search technologies, prior to gathering test data. This process served to ensure that each team operated with approximately the same knowledge and skill levels.Although each team was familiar with side-scan sonar and ROVs, training was conducted to establish a baseline of proficiency with the models used. No new training on hand searches was required since all teams were already proficient in these techniques and use them regularly during routine operations.Training consisted of classroom lectures and hands-on exercises in pools and open-water environments. Depending on the equipment used, learning objectives focused on assembly and maintenance, imaging techniques, target recognition and marking, navigation, search strategies and ROV piloting techniques. The training was successful in bringing each of the operators to a sufficient level of competence to be effective for the test.  It is recognized that an expert skill level could not be accomplished in the time frame available, for such skill requires substantial experience operating each device.  However, all of the teams were able to achieve a baseline skill level in each of the technologies that was sufficient for making comparisons.



TEST EXECUTION 
 
The second week of Phase Two testing consisted of 
SAR operations to gather test data 
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Bottom Search Test ProceduresThe test team deployed multiple target objects in openwater in an area 100 feet in width by 150 feet in length with depths ranging from 10 to 30 feet.  These objects included a mannequin, an ammo can and an inert assault rifle. The bottom types included a sand bottom, a mud bottom, and a debris field.Vertical Search Test Procedures Using a pier located in saltwater 10 to 15 feet deep, the test team deployed multiple target objects in an area 100 feet in width by 150 feet in length.  Standard target objects included a variety of simulated mines and improvised explosive devices. Hull Search Test ProceduresEmploying a vessel in saltwater 10 to 15 feet deep, the test team deployed multiple target objects on a hull 30 feet in width by 180 feet in length.  Standard target objects included a variety of simulated mines and improvised explosive devices. For each search, the number of targets and their positions were chosen randomly for each test operator.  Total search time was limited to 100 minutes. 



TEST RESULTS 
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Statistical analysis indicated that the unassisted hand search as the most efficient SAR technique.  However, there are several issues to consider when assessing this result. First, the weighting scheme was significant in generating the results.  The rifle received the heaviest weighting, as it was deemed the most difficult target to locate.  However, while the rifle was the most difficult target for the search techniques as a group, it is likely that it was not the most difficult target for the hand search. Additionally, though time was factored into the analysis, substantially more time was used to conduct the unassisted hand searches than any other technique.  The final factor to weigh is that the jackstay hand search was the most familiar and most proficient technique for the dive teams to use, and that the technology-enhanced techniques were the newest and least practiced.  It is likely that teams more experienced with the technologies, or less experienced at conducting jackstay searches, would produce results more favorable to the DIDSON-DH.The raw numbers and the statistical analysis supports the conclusion that the DIDSON-DH is useful tool for the conduct of underwater searches and inspections.  Its performance was on par with or better than other techniques for most of the searches.  Only in two areas did it fail to be as successful as alternative search methods.  



Lessons 
Learned 

PRIMARY 
OBSERVATIONS 

 
• Learning Curves 

 
• Comfort through Familiarity 

 
• Innovation 
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Of the lessons learned from both the training portion and the evaluative portion of Phase Two testing, they can be divided into three categories.  Learning curves, comfort and familiarity, and innovation.



LEARNING CURVES 
 
• Differential Aptitudes 

 
• Differential Interests 
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Every trainee brings something different with them to the classroom.  These differences emerge due to different skills, experience, and knowledge.  They are augmented by more subtle traits, which include biases, cognitive and physical capabilities, willingness, and mental states.  These factors influence what is known as the learning curve, which can be problematic for the instructor when severe differences occur within a class.  Human nature tends to lead one to focus on the extremes, which in instruction means teaching to the least common denominator or concentrating on nurturing the exceptional student.  Some of the recommendations that follow are designed to prevent the class to slow down or be disrupted due to the more challenged student while avoiding leaving him behind as the rest of the class progresses.



COMFORT & FAMILIARITY 
 
• Learning Environment 

 
• Confidence Building 

 
• Experience 
 
• Team Learning 
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We also observed that there is a symbiotic relationship between comfort and familiarity, and that these two things strongly supported the learning process.  When new concepts and skills can be related to familiar concepts and skills, the student becomes more comfortable with them and will more readily absorb, digest and retain what is being taught. Conversely, a comfortable student can more readily accept new concepts and make them into familiar ones.Whether in the classroom or in the field, the learning environment is a critical aspect of training that goes beyond AC and comfortable chairs.  The social aspects of the environment created by the instructor is vital to making the students comfortable.  This involves active learning processes that has the student acting as a participant that guides their own training, rather than a blank slate being filled by an expert.Another important aspect is the focus on building confidence, which must be developed in tandem with the skills and knowledge being taught. As learning to swim involves both mastering the technique and establishing the confidence to execute it, so does piloting an ROV.  Experiential learning is a primary component of this, for it is only by actually achieving success with a skill does one begin to build confidence in their ability to do it.  We also found that team learning was also very supportive of this part of the process, for the mutual support and successes of peers encourages the student to continue trying. 



SPACE TO INNOVATE 
 
• Part of developing confidence 
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The hardest thing for an instructor to do is to step back and let the student experiment.  However, this is when the most powerful lessons can be learned. Whether or not the student is successful, or even if there is a better way to do something, the student must be given time and space to explore those things.  While the instructor is valuable in offering his experience for the students to learn from, the students’ experiences have the added benefit of instilling confidence and developing deeper understanding.



Recommend 

SUGGESTED 
APPLICATIONS 

 
• Universal Standards 

 
• Objective Training Criteria 

 
• Group Learning 

 
• Principle of FITT  

 



Universal Standards 
 
• Baseline Knowledge 

 
• Minimum Piloting Skills 

 
• Common Technical Applications 
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Spend any time in any elementary school classroom anywhere in the world, and you are likely to see the same activities—children reading, writing, and learning arithmetic.  This is because they are the foundational elements of traditional education. And just as there are universal standards for learning in an elementary classroom—there must be universal standards for all instructional activities, including those for ROV operators.  These standards are what form the foundational elements of training, and helps shape the curriculum.Baseline knowledge should include the forces that act on an ROV, such as buoyancy, ballast, trim, thrust and drag; concepts such as heading, pitch, yaw, roll and depth; the standard components of an ROV and how they work; the definition and uses for different classes of ROV; environmental issues and other factors that can impact performance.There are basic skills that all operators should all absorb.  These should involve operating the thrusters to move along all axes of movement, maintaining a heading, maintaining a depth, and other simple maneuvers.  This skills must be learned before the operator can progress to more sophisticated operations.An understanding of technical applications, and support equipment that can augment capabilities, should also be provided.



OBJECTIVE TRAINING 
CRITERIA 

 
• Based on universal standards, but specific 

to ROV being used 
 

• Incremental – moves from the simple to the 
more sophisticated 
• Assembly, surface piloting, hovering, 

underwater maneuvering, & so forth 
 

• Most Important- it is shared with trainee 
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As stated before, standards help establish the foundation of the curriculum. In training, the standards form the initial objective criteria to which a student is assessed.  Properly stated criteria serves to assist the instructor in evaluating student progress, and more detailed criteria.  For example: “Student shall be able to pilot the ROV along all axes of movement” is insufficient.  “Student shall pilot the ROV in a square” is somewhat better. “Student shall descend to a 3m X 3m square track and follow it while maintaining depth” is best.  It captures several standards, such as hovering and piloting along different axes of movement, while presenting specific parameters in which success can be evaluated.Training must be structured incrementally—the student must walk before he can run.  Each skill must be broken down into its simplest components, and those subskills must be taught first and individually whenever possible. This building block approach seems slow and tedious, but it can accelerate learning once the foundational principles are mastered.Most importantly, the criteria has to be shared with the trainee.  This speaks to the issues previously discussed, in that it helps the student take ownership of their learning and vests them in the process.  It makes them more comfortable, provides familiarity, and instills confidence with each success.



GROUP LEARNING 
 
• Not just teaching skills – instilling confidence 
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Group learning is another technique that takes advantage of some of the liabilities with the learning curves mentioned before.  At a minimum, a successful student can be leveraged to encourage slower learners by demonstrating that it is possible to master the skills being taught.  In some situations, the more adept students can be recruited as teaching assistants, providing more encouragement and support to their peers.  The advantage of this is that it keeps the more advanced students engaged, provides the average students someone less intimidating to approach with challenges, and provides for a better overall learning environment.  When the instructor steps back and allows the class to “play,” great advance can be made in the training.  It also affords that time to innovate and learn experientially.  An added benefit to group learning activities is that it keeps students engaged, even when they are not at the controls.  By observing their peers, it becomes possible to learn more rapidly by bypassing pitfalls they witness others encountering and by following the suggestions of those who have just completed tasks.  We have found that 3-4 students per ROV to be an optimally-sized group in VR training.



FITT 
 
• Frequency 

 
• Intensity 

 
• Time 

 
• Technique 
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Frequency involves how often a student is engaged in training.  With initial skills and exercises, we target 2-5 minutes for each turn at the controls and try to rotate a group several times through an exercise or two during a 30-60 minute training session. Pulling a student from the controls is better than them voluntarily relinquishing them, because they will be more eager to take another turn later.Intensity comes from how challenging learning activities are.  Exercises should be sufficient to test the student, but not so as to discourage them.  This is where the incremental structure comes into play, for each exercise should build on the one that preceded it.  This builds confidence and prepares them for greater challenges.  Intensity should also increase by exercises incorporating previously learned skills with new ones to create greater levels of complexity.Time is important in three areas: observation, activity, and away.  Time watching demonstrations are as important as time performing activities.  Equally important is time away, to allow the student to process and digest what has been taught.Technique is the how of teaching. Recommend an activity for every 40 minutes of lecture. Every activity session should be followed by 5-10 minutes of discussion.  While quizzes demonstrate knowledge, skills tests demonstrate understanding and should be heavily favored.
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